MARIE’S TOP CLIMATE MEETING
The princess brought attention to the problems of the Earth
Attention is intensified if a member of the royal family agrees to participate in an event. The
positive experience was made by the organizers of an international UNESCO-conference at
Hotel Comwell in Sønderborg. Princess Marie had agreed to participate in the opening of the
climate meeting and it had a positive effect by way of the number of participants as well as
sponsors.
“It has really opened up doors as Princess Marie has given us the honor by participating in
the conference”, says of one the organizers, school principal Karen Marie Hougaard from
Hørup Central School.
“It has meant a lot to the participants and it has been easier to find sponsors when we
mentioned that Princess Marie came to open the conference”, adds another pleased school
principal.
A large number of educators – 100 from 30 different countries in Asia and Europe – had
found their way to Sønderborg and exactly on the day of the opening, all the participants had
met on time to be seated when the royal guest of honor came to visit. Princess Marie made a
short opening speech, participated in the day’s programme and listened with attention to the
introductory presentations about the actual challenges to climate, and she posed for
photographs with all the participants before she had lunch with the assembly.
“Everybody has a part to play when it concerns the climate, and in that connection the
teachers are very important co-players”, said the princess. “It is also a very relevant topic
since there is an important climate meeting in Copenhagen in a month’s time,” added Marie.
During the conference she also heard about the different threats towards the climate—for
instance, increased temperature and rising water levels—and it was explained which
initiatives could help slow down climate change.
Caption for main photo: With her participation in the conference in Sønderborg, Princess
Marie underscores her attachment to the province as well as her interest in the climate
question.
Caption for upper right photo: In her speech, Princess Marie expressed hope that educators
from Asia and Europe can inspire each other.
Boxed text: Pupils look at the climate. At the climate meeting in Sønderborg, networks were
created between schools in Asia and Europe. The schools from the two continents are going
to work in pairs to create projects about the climate, and students – who are between 14
and 18 years old – are going to occupy themselves with the topic with the help of the
Internet. They are going to teach each other. Hopefully the students will also find out that
youngsters no matter where they live have the same worries about climate, says school
principal Karen Marie Hougaard.
Caption for lower right photo: School principal, Karen Marie Hougaard, was pleased that
Princess Marie came to the climate meeting

